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FOR A CHARMING YET slightly tired house on the Mesa in Santa Barbara, 
up-and-coming local interior designer Lauren Christine Henno implemented 
a neutral backdrop punched up with colorful accents to create a fresh and 
cheerful gem for her client, Sarah Kelly, a Partner at real estate firm Riskin 
Partners in Montecito.
    “The house portrays her personality,” says Henno of her client. “It’s very 
lively. She has a full-of-life demeanor about her.” With Kelly being drawn to 
‘happy’ colors, the two set out to incorporate blues, pinks, turquoises and 
purples that pop from carefully selected textiles—pillows, rugs, blankets—
throughout the residence. 
    “I love the fact that interior design encompasses multiple arts forms—textiles 
and fabrics, spacial planning, art and framing,” says Henno, who carefully 

RIGHT Custom pillows using Eskayel fabric adorn the living room sofa. 
Accessories from Pottery Barn. BELOW Interior designer Lauren Christine 

Henno and her client, Sarah Kelly, relax by the living room fireplace. 
photgraphy by Christianne Taylor.  BOTTOM Assorted pillows in the living 

room. OPPOSITE An acrylic chair from Apt2B is paired with a high-gloss white-
finish desk from Worlds Away in the office. A wood stool from DIANI. Living, 
a rug from ABC Carpet & Home and assorted artworks complete the space.  
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A Santa Barbara designer creates a      
lively cottage near the ocean
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ABOVE A deep blue fabric from 
Indonesia covers an accent pillow 
and a black-and-white pillow from 
Amber Interiors both pop against 
the whites of the guest room.
TOP RIGHT A CB2 basket filled 
with crystal fire logs from Cabana 
Home, oversize floor pillows, and 
blankets collected by Kelly create 
an inviting spot for the fireplace 
area. RIGHT An organic sphere 
lantern is suspended above a 
marble-top table surrounded by 
chairs from Restoration Hardware 
in the dining room.

curated new pieces to allow for 
select pieces of Kelly’s furnish-
ings from her previous one-
bedroom residence to be 
seamlessly folded in. 
    “I always say it’s like playing 
dress up for the day because I 
don’t design for myself,” says 
Henno. “I design for my client, 
their aesthetic and what is going 
to make them happy.” The two 
let what they identified as Kelly’s 
overarching inspiration of ‘Soho 
Glam’ guide their design. 

    “I love white,” says Kelly. “White couches, marble, chairs, but done 
with color.” One bedroom is white with various shades of pink 
punches, while another has blue accents. Her master bedroom takes 
on a ‘coastal, beachy’ feel with the white being complimented by sea 
foam green pillows and other coastal hues.   
    The living room exudes a Bohemian feel with a rug from Morocco, 
wood-and-cast-iron coffee table and shelving, and accessories rang-
ing from glass and metal stars to a Buddha to locally-sourced drift-
wood. The bright and cheery office was designed “as a space that 
inspires,” says Henno. “I wanted Sarah to look forward to a bit of 
work.”
    Henno and Kelly’s collaboration delivered exactly what they set 
out to do. “I entertain a lot and guests feel really comfortable.” says 
Kelly, “It’s chic, it feels like me and I enjoy it every day.” CH
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